Marine deoxygenation and anthropogenic ocean warming are observed and projected to intensify in the future. These changes potentially impact the functions and services of marine ecosystems. A key question is whether marine ecosystems are already or will soon be exposed to environmental conditions not experienced during the last millennium. Using a forced simulation with the Community Earth System Model (CESM) over the period 850 to 2100, we find that anthropogenic de-5 oxygenation and warming in the thermocline exceeded natural variability in respectively 60 % and 90 % of total ocean area.
1 high-latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere as well as in the mid-latitudes of the North Pacific and Atlantic basins. Both the model and the World Ocean Atlas show low concentrations in the equatorial thermocline and in the northern North Pacific thermocline (Moore et al., 2013) . The model simulates too widely expanded Oxygen Minimum Zones (OMZs, defined here as areas where the oxygen concentration is below 20 mmol m −3 ; magenta contours) in the eastern Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans. Similar biases have been identified in other models and attributed to biases in the production and remineralisation of 5 particulate organic matter and to deficiencies in the representation of the Equatorial Undercurrent (Cocco et al., 2013; Brandt et al., 2015; Cabré et al., 2015; Oschlies et al., 2017) .
The evaluation of the modelled variability remains difficult as observational data are sparse. Furthermore, there is an inherent mismatch in the spatial scale between local measurements and the model resolution, which is of the order of 100 km.
The modelled data are thus spatially averaged as compared to the observations and their variability does not explicitly take 10 into account mesoscale eddies and other small scale processes . Figure A3 compares the reconstructed variability and trends in O 2 over recent decades at 300 m depths and for different basins (Schmidtko et al., 2017) show that modelled variability in annually-averaged O 2 is substantially smaller than observed. Taken at face value, beyond the limitations described above, these comparisons suggest that variability in CESM may be biased towards low estimates. This would tend to bias ToE towards early emergence.
Regarding the temperature mean distribution (Fig. A2d) , the model is able to simulate the isopycnal structure at intermediate depths reported by Locarnini et al. (2013) : cold water masses at the poles, the centre of the subtropical gyres show higher 20 temperatures than the surroundings (Fig. A2b) . Nevertheless, the model simulates colder water in the Southern Ocean and in the equatorial Pacific band and warmer water in the eastern North Atlantic (isotherm 14°C) in the thermocline compared to the observations. 2.2 Analysis tools 2.2.1 Correcting for model drift and removing millennial trends 25 The upper 500 meters of the ocean are generally equilibrated with the forcing at the start of the simulations. This results in negligible linear drifts of T (-2.810 −2°C per century), S (-5.010 −3 ‰ per century), O 2 (0.22 mmol m −3 per century) and other properties in the CTRL (not shown). The drift, however, increases with depth. It starts to become noticeable compared to the variability around 500 m depth. In this study, we focus on variability within the thermocline (200-600 m) where drifts are still small and do not affect conclusions (Fig. A1c ). Nevertheless, we use the results from the CTRL to estimate and correct 30 for model drifts in all the studied variables. It appears that model drift diminishes by the end of the control simulation. Hence, an exponential curve (a(1 − e −|b|t ) + c) was fitted to the annual outputs of the CTRL simulation at each grid cell and for each variable of interest, and extended to 2100 CE. The fit was then removed from the original output of the CTRL and the forced simulation ( Fig. A1b and c ; solid purple curve).
Yet, in the last millennium simulation, the drift-corrected signal shows residual millennial-scale trends in the subsurface waters and the deep ocean. We do not exactly know the origin of the millennial-scale trends in the deep ocean, but we hypothesise that these trends are a slow and accumulative response to the volcanic forcing. In this study, we are primarily interested in 5 investigating variability on time scales ranging from years to many centuries in the upper ocean and to detect anthropogenic trends emerging from this variability. Slow natural trends influence the computation of metrics such as the standard deviation around a mean value and Time of Emergence (ToE). Although they are small in the surface ocean and the thermocline, we removed them from the forced simulation by fitting a linear trend to the model output over the period 850-1800 CE at each grid cell and for each variable of interest ( Fig. A1b , c; red solid curve). Figure A1b and c illustrate the computation of drift-and 10 trend-corrected fields from the original outputs for the globally averaged ocean and the thermocline depth range (200-600 m).
We note that these corrections have a small influence on the results in the upper ocean, our main study area, and do not affect our main conclusions.
Separation of O 2 concentration into components
Following earlier studies (e.g. Frölicher et al., 2009; Bopp et al., 2017; Ito et al., 2017) , marine O 2 concentration can be ex-15 pressed as the sum of two components: O 2 solubility (O 2,sol ) and Apparent Oxygen Utilisation (AOU) . O 2,sol is approximated by the saturation concentration as described in Sect. 2.1.1. It depends non-linearly on T and S, but the variations in O 2,sol are mainly driven by the variations in temperature. AOU is computed as a residual from modelled O 2 and diagnosed O 2,sol :
AOU predominantly reflects O 2 respiration due to remineralisation of organic material in the model. It depends on the 20 availability of dead organic matter and on water mass age. We use the ideal age tracer to estimate water mass age which is dictated by circulation, mixing and convection. Production of particulate organic carbon (POC) is used as a diagnostic for available dead organic matter. For completeness, we note that the diagnosed AOU component is additionally influenced by deficiencies in the saturation concentration O 2,sol to represent the solubility component. These arise due to the mixing of different source waters given the non-linear relationship between solubility and T, S as well as by incomplete air-sea surface 25 equilibration of these source waters.
Estimation of the Time of Emergence
We apply the Time of Emergence (ToE) concept (e.g. (Hawkins and Sutton, 2012) ) to detect anthropogenic change. ToE is the time when changes due to anthropogenic forcing in O 2 , temperature and related variables emerge from natural variations (Eq. 2). Drift-and trend-corrected concentrations are expressed as annual anomalies relative to a preindustrial reference period 30 spanning from 1720 to 1800 CE (Hawkins et al., 2017) . The natural variability or noise, N , is computed as one standard deviation (STD) of the anomalies of each variable of interest over the period from 850 to 1800 CE in the forced simulation and for each water volume. When considering spatially-averaged variables, their standard deviation is computed from the spatiallyaveraged values, rather than by taking the averaged deviations of the corresponding individual grid cells. The low-frequency climate change, S, is diagnosed as the spline-fitted (Enting, 1987) anomalies using a cut-off period of 40 years, from the year 1800 in order to remove short-term variations over the industrial period. Similarly, as for N , S is computed on the spatiallyaveraged values when relevant. The ToE is determined as the time when the signal S becomes for the first time larger than 5 twice the noise N (Eq. 2; Fig. A4 ).
ToE :
The threshold of two STD allows the distinction of the signal from the variability with a confidence interval of 95.45 %; this confidence level is selected following many earlier studies (e.g. Christensen et al., 2007) . First, we discuss variability and trends for averaged temperature (T) and dissolved oxygen (O 2 ) at the surface, in the thermocline (200-600 m) and for the whole ocean ( Fig. 1 and A5 ). The magnitude of variability and anthropogenic trends is larger for the surface ocean and the thermocline than for the deep ocean. Globally-averaged T and O 2 show near exponential evolution at all depths ( Fig. A5 , right) during the industrial period and the 21 st century in response to the prescribed anthropogenic forcing.
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Globally-averaged T increases by 3.7, 2.0, and 0.7°C from the preindustrial reference period (1720-1800 CE) until 2100 in the surface layer, the thermocline and the whole ocean. Regarding O 2 , the anthropogenic perturbation leads to a O 2 decrease by about 15 mmol m −3 (-6 %) in the spatially-averaged surface ocean, by 16 mmol m −3 (-11 %) in the thermocline and by 10.5 mmol m −3 (-5 %) when averaged over the whole ocean. The anthropogenic trends are qualitatively consistent with earlier observational (Keeling and Garcia, 2002; Keeling et al., 2010; Bakun, 2017; Ito et al., 2017; Schmidtko et al., 2017) 20 and modelling studies (Bopp et al., 2013; Cocco et al., 2013; IPCC, 2013; Bopp et al., 2017) .
Last millennium variability in averaged surface ocean T and O 2 appears to be dominated by interannual to decadal timescales, whereas large variations on multi-decadal and centennial time scales are simulated for the thermocline and the whole ocean between -0.7 and 4 mmol m −3 relative to the reference period. These variations occur on multi-decadal-to-centennial time scales. The imprint of large explosive eruptions is visible as abrupt, sudden perturbations (e.g. at the year 1258), followed by a 30 long-term recovery. Variability for the whole ocean is qualitatively similar to the thermocline, but peak variations are an order of magnitude smaller than for the thermocline depth range. and mid-latitudes, whereas they emerge late or not at all in the tropics ( Fig. 2a ). Late or no emergence until 2100 is also found in the subtropical Atlantic, western South Pacific and Indian ocean. In contrast, a rather early emergence is simulated in the eastern equatorial Atlantic and the Indian ocean subtropical gyre. These patterns are consistent with the results from Long et al.
(2016) and Henson et al. (2017) .
In the case of temperature ( Fig. 2b) , the anthropogenic signal emerges generally before the end of the 21 st century in Interestingly, the spatial pattern of the difference between ToE of T minus ToE of O 2 resembles the spatial pattern of ToE of O 2 (Fig. 2c ). The anthropogenic T signal emerges in large regions much earlier than the O 2 signal in the thermocline (brown 15 areas; Fig. 2c ). These regions include the tropics, the mid-latitude Atlantic and the thermocline off the coast of South America.
Yet in some areas, the anthropogenic signal emerges first in O 2 . The reasons for these results are analysed in Sect. 3.4. The following section is dedicated to a more in-depth analysis of the signal and the noise that both define ToE.
Natural variability and anthropogenic changes
We analyse the magnitude and spatial feature of the noise (Fig. 3a, b ) and of the signal (Fig. 3c, d ) to understand why a signal 20 emerges early or late. Natural variability of O 2 in the thermocline (Fig. 3a ) ranges from less than 1 mmol m −3 to more than 10 mmol m −3 (STD ±2.50 mmol m −3 ; 850 to 1800 CE). Variability is small in the core of the O 2 minimum zones. In contrast, variability is generally high at the edge of the major oceanic gyres, including transition zones to O 2 minimum regions. The anthropogenic signal in O 2 remains relatively small in the O 2 minimum zones and the subtropical Atlantic gyres (Fig. 3c ).
O 2 is projected to increase in the thermocline in the southern subtropical Indian gyre region and in the tropical Pacific, but to 25 decrease in mid-and high-latitudes in the thermocline.
By definition, the areas of early emergence (late or no emergence) result from a high (low) signal-to-noise ratio. Locally, a In general, the temperature signal-to-noise ratio is high in the thermocline, and the emergence of human-induced changes occurs before the end of the 21 st century. The thermocline temperature varies naturally by less than ±1°C ( Fig. 3b ) and the anthropogenic changes are between +1°C and +4°C by the end of the 21 st century (Fig. 3d ). However, the subtropical Pacific 5 gyres, the northern tropical Atlantic and the subtropical Indian gyre show slightly more intense natural variations which delay the emergence of the anthropogenic signal. In parts of the western North Pacific and the North Atlantic, temperature variability in the thermocline is high and the anthropogenic changes remain within the range of natural variability.
Sensitivity of ToE to methodological differences
Different methodological choices were applied in earlier studies to estimate ToE for precipitation (Giorgi and Bi, 2009), air 10 surface temperature (Karoly and Wu, 2005; Diffenbaugh and Scherer, 2011; Hawkins and Sutton, 2012) , SST, pCO 2 , pH, dissolved inorganic carbon (Keller et al., 2014) , primary production or O 2 (Rodgers et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2016; Frölicher et al., 2016; Henson et al., 2016; Long et al., 2016; Henson et al., 2017) . These different definitions and methods are used to estimate the noise (or natural variability), the anthropogenic signal and the ToE. There seems to be no consensus on the method to estimate ToE. In the following part, in order to gain confidence in the ToE estimates presented above, the impact of different 15 choices on the estimate of ToE is investigated.
Noise estimated from internal variability of a control simulation
The background noise is estimated in many studies from the temporal standard deviation (STD) of a control simulation (CTRL) (Hawkins and Sutton, 2012; Maraun, 2013; Long et al., 2016; Henson et al., 2017) . In this way, only the internal chaotic variability is taken into account. Accounting for external natural forcing may enlarge the natural O 2 variability significantly 20 (Table 1) natural and internal variability is thus often smaller for O 2 than for T in the thermocline. Turning to the surface ocean, natural variability in O 2 and T is substantially larger than internal variability in many low latitude regions ( Fig. 4c,d ). Hence, using results from a control simulation to estimate natural variability leads to an underestimation of total natural variability in some specific regions. This affects ToE as illustrated by Fig. 5 . Nevertheless, the results from a control simulation appear to yield a reasonable approximation of simulated natural variability in O 2 and T on the local scale in the thermocline. Regions with the largest differences are located at the edges of the subtropical gyres in the North Pacific and the tropical Atlantic ( Fig. 5a, b ).
Noise estimated over the industrial period
A direct estimation of total natural variability is often not possible because ESM simulations typically start in the 19 th cen-5 tury and apply natural plus anthropogenic forcings. Other studies have therefore estimated natural variability from the residual variability (e.g. Keller et al., 2014; Henson et al., 2016) after removing the anthropogenic response from the model output.
The residual variability is then defined as the difference between the annual model output and a low-pass filtered signal. Here, a spline with a cut-off period of 40 years is used to compute the filtered signal. Then, the standard deviation of the residual variability is computed for the period 1850 to 2005 CE. Surprisingly, STD of O 2 and T in the thermocline as computed from the 10 residual variability is much smaller than as computed from the Last Millennium simulation (LM) in many regions (Fig. 6a, b ).
Particularly large differences (100 % of LM STD or more) are found in the Atlantic and high-latitude regions for T and O 2 and in large parts of the Pacific for O 2 . The stronger variability in LM compared to the residual variability likely results from lowfrequency variability included in LM but removed by the spline in the residuals. As a consequence O 2 and T in the thermocline emerge earlier when using STD from the residuals instead of STD from the 850 to 1800 CE period to compute ToE (Fig. 6c, d) .
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Estimates of noise may further be sensitive to the choice of the period. Because fully coupled millennial scale simulations are expensive and relatively rare, we compare the STD of T and O 2 in the thermocline in the forced LM simulation for the period 850-1800 CE versus the shorter preindustrial reference period 1720-1800 CE (Fig. A6a, b) . In a large part of the thermocline, For O 2 , substantially earlier ToE are estimated in large parts of the Pacific, the Arctic and the Southern Ocean when using the preindustrial period to approximate the natural variability ( Fig. A6a ). However, changes in oxygen are estimated to appear later in some parts of the equatorial Atlantic, in the Arabian Sea and in a few grid cells in the Pacific and Arctic. Similarly, earlier ToE for T are found for example in large parts of the Pacific when using the variability from the preindustrial period 25 (Fig. A6b) . The results suggest that a century-long period of the forced simulation may not yield robust results for variability and ToE in all regions.
3.4 Apparent oxygen utilisation, O 2 solubility, ventilation, and organic matter cycling of changes in water mass ventilation and in the remineralisation of organic matter. Here, ventilation is diagnosed by an ideal age tracer and changes in remineralisation of organic matter are linked to the production of organic matter.
Natural variability
Changes in AOU largely explain most of the preindustrial variations in O 2 with a generally small role for O 2,sol both at the global scale and on average in the thermocline (Fig. 1a,b (Fig. A5a ). An even larger relative contribution of O 2,sol is simulated for the spatially-averaged thermocline signal (Fig. 1b) .
Changes in AOU in the thermocline remain small over the industrial period due to the compensation of regionally opposed responses, as described below. The O 2 variations at the surface are, unsurprisingly, primarily caused by changes in solubility (O 2,sol ; Fig. A5b ).
Quantification of the natural variability of O 2 can be split into the contributions from individual components given in Eq. 1 10 following: large volcanic eruptions in the global mean and in the global thermocline ( Fig. 1a, b) . The variability in CTRL is not only smaller than in LM, but apparently also different in terms of underlying physical and biogeochemical mechanisms and in their interactions.
The spatial pattern of the natural variability in O 2 (Fig. 3a) can largely be attributed to -AOU (Fig. 7a ). O 2,sol variations have generally a limited impact on O 2 in the thermocline (Fig. 7b ). By definition, O 2,sol is largely congruent with the previously 30 discussed pattern of STD(T) (Fig. 3b ). Nevertheless, in the high-variability region in the western North Pacific and the northern North Atlantic, STD(O 2,sol ) is of the same order of magnitude as STD(-AOU). The latter resembles the pattern of STD for ideal age (Fig. 7d ). This suggests that a significant fraction of the variability in -AOU (and thus O 2 ) is driven by changes in circulation and water mass age. Variability in particulate organic matter (POC) production in the surface layer (Fig. 7e ), indicative of water column remineralisation of organic material, may also contribute to the variability in -AOU in the thermocline. For example, in the northern North Atlantic, STD in POC production and -AOU is relatively large, while STD in ideal age is low. On the other hand, the large STD in POC production in parts of the Southern Ocean are not reflected in STD(-AOU). COV(-AOU, O 2,sol ) is strongly negative in some regions with large variability in -AOU (Fig. 7c ). These regions, as discussed in Sect. 3.2, are located at the boundaries of major gyres. This suggests that changes in -AOU and O 2,sol partly compensate each other in 5 these regions. An exception is the boundary region between the subtropical and subpolar gyres in the North Atlantic, where the two components tend to enhance each other, therefore increase O 2 variability.
Anthropogenic change
Next, we address the pattern of anthropogenic changes in O 2,sol (∆O 2,sol ) and in -AOU (∆(-AOU)) in the thermocline (Fig. 8 and 9). ∆O 2,sol shows a spatially coherent decrease as dictated by the global warming pattern (Fig. 3d) . In contrast, ∆(-AOU) 10 shows a strong spatial pattern in the thermocline with positive values in the tropics, the Arctic, and subtropical Atlantic and negative values in the mid-and high-latitude Pacific as well as the Southern Ocean and the subtropical Indian and the Pacific Ocean. Regional changes in -AOU largely balance each other, explaining the small change in spatially-averaged -AOU (Fig.   1b ). The anthropogenic increase in O 2 (Fig. 3c) ∆(-AOU) in the thermocline is mainly driven by changes in ventilation and modulated by changes in remineralisation rates ( Fig. 8c, d) . The increase in ideal age and the increase in POC production (indicative of an increase in remineralisation rate) explain the decrease in -AOU in the Southern Ocean. By contrast, in the western tropical Pacific, the equatorial Indian and the Atlantic ocean, the combination of a decrease in water mass age and in POC production explains the increase in -AOU over 20 the industrial period and the 21 st century. In the eastern tropical Pacific and in the North Pacific, the impacts of changes in ventilation are partly mitigated by changes in organic matter remineralisation rate.
Below the thermocline and in the deep ocean, O 2 decreases over the industrial period and the 21 st century as both -AOU and O 2,sol decrease (Fig. 9 ). The decrease in -AOU is again mainly explained by an increase in ideal age. Changes in ideal age in the deep Atlantic, Southern Ocean and Pacific partly exceed 150 years and indicate a general reduction in the deep water 25 mass formation over the industrial period and the 21 st century in the simulation.
ToE of O 2 components
Both the variability and the anthropogenic signal of O 2 in the thermocline are driven primarily by changes in -AOU, the former of which is influenced in part by changes in O 2,sol . The question arises whether the signal of -AOU or of O 2,sol emerge earlier than the signal of O 2 . As O 2,sol is a function of T, ToE(O 2,sol ) is very similar to ToE(T) and we refer to the previous discussion 30 on ToE(T) (Fig. 2b) and its difference to ToE(O 2 ) (Fig. 2c) . Interestingly, the -AOU and O 2 signals seem to emerge around the same time in the thermocline in the Pacific and Indian subtropical gyres (Fig. 10b) . But the signal of -AOU emerges later in the thermocline in many regions including the subtropical oceans in the Southern Hemisphere, while it emerges earlier in the tropics and in the subtropical gyres of the Atlantic as well as south of Madagascar. This suggests that anthropogenic changes in -AOU might be detectable earlier in large oceanic regions. However, the specific results may be model-dependent and need to be confirmed by other models or by observations. Earlier emergence of -AOU than O 2 is generally found in regions with a positive change in -AOU and thus in regions where -AOU and O 2,sol partly offset each other. Late emergence in -AOU is found in regions with a small anthropogenic change in -AOU.
4 Discussion and Conclusion
We have analysed the natural variability over the last millennium and anthropogenic trends of marine oxygen (O 2 ) and temperature (T) in simulations using the Community Earth System Model (CESM). The relative roles of the internal and forced natural variability were quantified. We have also determined the time of emergence (ToE) of T, O 2 , and apparent oxygen utilisation (AOU) in the thermocline. 10 We find that anthropogenic deoxygenation and warming in the thermocline has today already left the bounds of natural variability on the global scale. By 2020, these signals have emerged in over 60 % and 90 % of the thermocline area, respectively ( Fig. 11 ). By the end of this century, these values are approaching 100 % if greenhouse gas emissions continue unabated. This presents an increasing risk for the function and services of marine ecosystems (Pörtner et al., 2014) . ToE for O 2 is relatively early in the mid-and high-latitude thermocline and late in the tropical ocean and subtropical Atlantic, in agreement with earlier 15 work Henson et al., 2017) . Temperature ToE has not been analysed in the thermocline in earlier studies. In CESM, ToE is relatively early for T in the thermocline of eastern boundary systems, the subtropical Atlantic and in large parts of the Southern Ocean, but late in many subtropical regions and in large parts of the North Pacific.
A large O 2 decline is simulated by CESM for the future in the North Pacific thermocline, in agreement with other models (Bopp et al., 2013; Cocco et al., 2013) . This region is characterised by particularly large changes in ventilation. As an interesting 20 consequence, the anthropogenic O 2 signal is detectable earlier than the anthropogenic temperature signal in large parts of the northern North Pacific. Along the same line, Keller et al. (2015) show that a potential weakening of the ENSO variability is verifiable earlier and more widespread for carbon cycle tracers than for temperature and Séférian et al. (2014) highlight the multi-year predictability of tropical productivity. This corroborates earlier suggestions by Joos et al. (2003) that measurements of O 2 , or, more generally, multi-tracer observations, are critical in detecting or predicting anthropogenic changes. 25 For a better understanding of these results, we have analysed the natural variability and the anthropogenic response of the changes in water mass ventilation, with a smaller role for changes in biological productivity ( Fig. 8 and 9 ). Strongly reduced ventilation in the northern North Pacific, therefore, drives the early O 2 emergence. This suggests that weakened ventilation precedes warming in the thermocline in this region.
The comparison between the transient last millennium simulation and the corresponding control simulation shows that both the naturally forced and the internal variability contributed to the simulated climate and biogeochemical variations of the last 5 millennium. The internal variability arises from the inherent and partly chaotic variability of the climate system (Frölicher et al., 2009; Deser et al., 2012; Resplandy et al., 2015) . The natural forced climate variability arises from explosive volcanism and from changes in solar irradiance on interannual to centennial time scales (Wanner et al., 2008) . The relative importance of forced variability is particularly large when considering large-scale averages (Table 1, Fig. 4 ), but can also be substantial on the local scale. Our results imply that natural forced variations should not be neglected when comparing century-scale 10 anthropogenic climate change to natural climate variability.
Moreover, we show that ToE is highly sensitive to the method applied for estimating the natural variability. We have estimated variability from a forced simulation over the last millennium (850-1800 CE), over the period 1720 to 1800 CE, and from a control simulation. As expected, using variability from the control and the short period yields in general, an earlier emergence of the anthropogenic signal than when using variability from the last millennium simulation (Fig. 11) . These two estimates of 15 noise do not capture the full natural variability of the last millennium. Yet, differences in estimated ToE and noise are often modest on the local scale (Fig. 2, 4 and 11 ). In addition, we have tested the use of the "residual" variability of a time series to estimate noise. The long-term trend in the industrial period (1850 ( -2005 data is removed by a low-pass filter; the standard deviation of the remaining annual anomalies provides then an estimate of the noise. This yields a much smaller variability than estimated from the last millennium output and thus a much earlier ToE (Fig. 6 and 11) . Applying a smoothing-spline 20 cut-off period of 80 or 100 years instead of 40 years leaves a higher variability but the full last millennium variability is still underestimated (not shown). In conclusion, it might be appropriate, though not ideal, to use the results from a control simulation to estimate natural variability, as last millennium earth system simulations extended towards the future period are still rare.
Alternatively, large ensemble simulations for the industrial period and the future will become available within CMIP6. Different ensembles including or excluding anthropogenic forcing (Stott et al., 2000) and including or excluding natural forcing 25 may be used to disentangle the individual contributions to trends and variability. Some model centres may also wish to generate large ensemble simulations for the last millennium to study natural variability over the more recent preindustrial period (Jungclaus et al., 2010) .
However, there are still some uncertainties in our results, and some are linked to the relatively coarse resolution of the CESM model of order one degree. Larger variability may be found on smaller scales. For example, Long et al. (2016) Cocco et al., 2013 (Schmittner et al., 2008; Battaglia and Joos, 2018) . For example, Battaglia and Joos (2018) In conclusion, we find that natural radiative forcing arising from explosive volcanism and solar irradiance changes contributes notably to the overall past variability of marine O 2 and temperature. We simulate large and widespread ocean deoxygenation under anthropogenic forcing and suggest that large parts of the thermocline are already experiencing environmental conditions that are outside the range of natural variability of the last millennium. Table 1 . Overview of the standard deviations of T, O2, O 2,sol and -AOU, and the corresponding covariance between -AOU and O 2,sol for the global mean ocean, the thermocline (200-600 m) and the surface ocean for the control simulation (CTRL) and the forced simulation (850-1800; LM). STD and COV are computed from annually and spatially averaged data. The anomalies are relative to the preindustrial reference period (1720-1800 CE). 
